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Welcome  Note:
Zayed University continues to strengthen its identity as 
a research-active university, with faculty working hard to 
produce both the quantity and the quality of work that 
will get the University noticed while also enhancing their 
own standing among their peers.  As this edition of the 
newsletter demonstrates, faculty across the university have 
been actively engaged in pursuing knowledge, breaking 
new ground, and presenting their findings in articles, books, 
and conferences.

As a federal institution, one of our important objectives is 
to put our capacities in the service of the nation.  In the 
year 2018, for example, of a total of 101 internal research 
awards given, 64 were directly relevant to national 
priorities.  We also actively encourage collaboration, both 
locally and internationally.  This is reflected in the fact that 
approximately two-thirds of the published research output 
from ZU faculty is the result of collaborative work, mostly 
with international collaborators.

Student research remains an important area of emphasis 
at Zayed University.  Faculty employ dozens of students 

as research assistants, and it is not unusual to see a 
student co-author on a faculty paper.  The Undergraduate 
Research Scholar Program continues to train an eager 
group of students in research methods, many of whom 
will present their work at international conferences, and 
some of whom will go on to graduate school.  In May 2019, 
the university will send a large contingent of students to 
the 2nd World Congress on Undergraduate Research, to 
be held in Germany.  It will be the largest group we have 
sent so far, for the purpose of presenting their individual 
research projects.  We will report on that trip in the next 
edition of the Newsletter.

We hope you will enjoy reading about some of the 
accomplishments and projects of Zayed University’s 
talented researchers.  We have started this edition with 
details about a few research grant winners.  After that, each 
unit at the university has included a report on their activities.  

Thanks for reading!

Dr. J. Michael Allen
Assistant Provost for Research

Published by: Office of Research Issue: 3 | March 2019
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Zayed University is eager to support its faculty in applying for external research funding.  
The following faculty won such awards in 2018:

Award Title ZU Faculty 
(Principle Investigator)

ADEK Award for Research 
Excellence from Department of 
Education and Knowledge

Religious Response to “Selling” Happiness: 
Consequences for Consumer Well-Being and Attitude 
Towards Brands

Jamel Khenfer

ADEK Award for Research 
Excellence from Department of 
Education and Knowledge

Ambient Living in a Calm Smart Home environment 
(ALCSM)

Hana AlJaberi

Seed Grant funding from Al 
Jalila Foundation (AJF)

A pilot study to assess the feasibility and adherence of 
a sleep improvement intervention for weight loss and 
its maintenance in sleep impaired obese adults

Teresa Arora

Seed Grant funding from 
Sheikh Saud Bin Saqr Al Qasimi 
Foundation for  Policy Research

Education tolerance: An Analysis of UAE Islamic 
Education Curriculum Mariam AlHashmi

External Grant Recipients:

Academic Bridge Program .............................................  4 
Center for Educational Innovation  ................................  6 
College of Technological Innovation  ............................  7 
College of Business  .......................................................  8 
Library and Learning Commons ....................................  9 
College of Education  ...................................................  10 
College of Natural and Health Sciences  .....................  11 
College of Arts and Creative Enterprises  ...................  12
University College  .......................................................  13 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences  ..............  15
College of Communication & Media Sciences  ...........  17 
Institute for Social and Economic Research  ..............  18 

Other information:
Emirati Research Grant  .........................  19 
Office of Research  .................................  19 
Research Standing Committee  .............  20 

Read on…..

WHERE CAN YOU READ ABOUT US IN THIS NEWSLETTER?
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Provost's Research Fellowship Award:
Every year Zayed University offers 
the Provost’s Research Fellowship 
Award to faculty members with 
established research or scholarly/
creative project agendas.

The aim of this award is to enable 
faculty members to complete major 
research or scholarly/creative 
projects that will result in important 
scholarly contributions of value to 

their discipline, Zayed University, and 
the UAE.

At the conclusion of the Fellowship 
period, recipients are asked to 
submit a Final Report and based on 
feasibility, a college seminar is held 
to share the output.

We are pleased to announce the 
winners of the 2019 Provost’s 

Research Fellowship grant 
competition.  This year’s process 
was exceptionally competitive, with 
a record number of applications from 
across the University.  The following 
faculty have been chosen to receive 
the award, which includes up to 
100% teaching reassignment for one 
semester, plus a research fund of 
AED 25,000 to support the project. 

PI College Title

Alya Al Arabi College of Natural and 
Health Sciences

Aspirin Therapy for Heart Attacks.

Fatme Al Anouti College of Natural and 
Health Sciences

Development of a Screening Tool for the Early Detection 
of Osteoporosis among Emiratis Based on Vitamin D and 
Biomechanics Data.

Joana Stocker College of Natural and 
Health Sciences

Adaptation of the Arabic Version of the Personality Inventory for 
DSM-5(PID 5) for the UAE Adult Population: A Cross Cultural Study.

Zeina Hojeij College of Education
A Series of Children’s Picture Books for the Early Years: Emiratis 
for Emiratis.

Teresa Arora College of Natural and 
Health Sciences

Can a Dose of Laughter Therapy Improve Psychological Health, 
Well-Being and Sleep in Zayed University Students?

Asad Khattak College of Technological 
Innovation

Securing Large-Scale Critical Cyber Infrastructure Using AI.

Timothy Power College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences

A History of Emirati People: Identity and Belonging between 
Arabia, the Gulf and Indian Ocean.

Kerim Peren Arin College of Business On the Transmission Channels of the Resource Curse.

Damien Arthur College of Business Consumerism in Dubai.

https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/files/contents/research/research_fellowship_award/Provost_Res_Fellow_final_report.doc
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Academic 
Bridge 
Program

Faculty in the Academic Bridge Program are currently 
actively involved in numerous research projects. Key 
areas of research include mobile learning (Mike Bowles, 
Aimee Grange), project-based language learning (Mike 
Bowles), English for Academic Purposes and English 
Medium Instruction (EMI) (Kara McKeown, Wayne Jones, 
Suzanne Littlewood, Jaime Buchanan), English language 
assessment and academic writing (Peter Davidson), 
curriculum review (Burcu Tezcan-Unal, Wayne Jones, 
Suzanne Littlewood), extensive reading (Kate Tindle, 
Louise Greenwood, Timothy Nicoll), Gamification (Mike 
Bowles), Translanguaging in EMI contexts (Sarah Hopkyns, 
Wafa Zoghbor (UC), Peter Hassall (UC)), and  student and 
faculty expectations of the learning environment (Kara 
McKeown and Jenny Eppard (COE)).

Last semester was a fruitful one in terms of research 
grants awarded to ABP faculty.  When the latest round of 
Research Incentive Fund (RIF) grants was announced in 
late September three ABP faculty members were happy 
recipients. Kate Tindle and Louise Greenwood’s RIF grant-
funded project is, ‘The effects of a compulsory extensive 
reading program in English on factors affecting reading 

motivation in female Emirati undergraduate students in 
a foundation program’, and Timothy Nicoll’s RIF grant-
funded project is ‘Exploring university entrants’ and faculty 
experiences and opinions of reading in the UAE’. In addition 
to this, Kara McKeown has partnered with Marie-Claire 
Bakker in CACE to investigate ‘Jewellery as an indicator 
of social change in Emirati society’. This project is funded 
by a RIF grant and is also part of the CACE cluster grant 
‘Patterns in the MENA region’.

In terms of dissemination of research, ABP faculty have 
represented Zayed University at numerous local and 
international conferences in the last five months. Sarah 
Hopkyns, Timothy Nicoll and Mike Bowles presented at the 
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) Conference 
in Dubai. Peter Davidson gave a Keynote Address and 
panel talk at the British Council’s Schools and Universities 
Conference in Bahrain. Further afield, presentations were 
given at international conferences in Asia and Europe by 
Kara McKeown, Peter Davidson, Wayne Jones, Burcu 
Tezcan-Unal and Suzanne Littlewood (Turkey); Ajda Osifo 
(Singapore); Aimee Grange (Italy); Mike Bowles, Preeya 
Reddy, and Paola Trejo (Spain); and Jaime Buchanan 

Paola Trejo, Mike Bowles, Preeya Reddy and Jenny Eppard 
participating in a pre-conference Google Education workshop with 

a focus on team-building. ICERI Conference, Seville, Spain.

Jaime Buchanan presenting on collaborative writing at ICERI 
Conference in Bangkok, Thailand.
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(Thailand). On return, new insights and teaching ideas 
were shared with APB faculty through a well-attended 
‘Research Drop-in Session’.

In addition to representing the university at conferences, 
numerous new SCOPUS-listed publications have recently 
been authored by ABP faculty. These include Aimee 
Grange’s co-authored paper, ‘Student Attitudes towards 
Technology and their Preferences for Learning Tools/
Devices at Two Universities in the UAE’, published in 
the Journal of Information Technology Education; Peter 
Davidson’s co-authored book chapter ‘The impact of a SIG 
on Assessment Literacy’ in C. Coombe, A. Elsheikh & O. 
Offiong’s edited volume ‘The Role of Language Teaching 
Associations in Professional Development’; Burcu Tezcan-
Unal’s co-authored article ‘Learning-orientated quality 
assurance in higher education institutions’ in Quality 
in Higher Education;  and Mike Bowles’ article ‘The 
Development of a Framework for Effective Gamification in 
Mobile Assisted Vocabulary Learning (MAVL)’ in the ICERI 

conference proceedings. Looking ahead, there are many 
more exciting research projects in the pipeline for 2019!

NEWSLETTER

Ajda Osifo presenting on mobile-assisted language learning and 
Web 2.0 for EAP at ICRTEL Conference, Singapore.

Aimee Grange presenting on students’ attitudes to technology at the 
Innovation in Language Learning Conference in Florence, Italy.

The International Conference on Educational Research and 
Innovation (ICERI) in Seville, Spain.
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The Center for Educational Innovation 
continued to support Zayed 
University faculty in their efforts to 
improve their teaching effectiveness 
and student learning outcomes by 
implementing interventions and 
classroom-based inquiries. There 
were a total of 26 faculty members 
from both campuses who attended 
the Scholarship of Teaching and 
Learning module of the Innovative 
Teaching Practices (ITP) Program and 
many of them later on proceeded to 
design classroom research projects 
and apply for ethical clearance.

The CEI organized the 4th Annual 
Conference on the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning on January 9th, 
2019. Over 200 participants attended 
a total of 38 presentations that 
included 5 research skills workshops 
delivered by 52 presenters who 
came not only from ZU but also from 
other higher education institutions 
in the UAE, Oman, Iran, and the 
UK. The research presentations 
reported results from projects that 
covered a variety of disciplines and 
tailor-made interventions, many of 
which were technology-based thus 
re-affirming the critical role that 
technology-enhanced solutions play 
in our classrooms today. The survey 
that was carried out after the event 
showed that 100% of the respondents 
rated the event as “Highly Effective” 
or “Effective”. One of the participants 
reported: “The conference was very 
well organized. It was very beneficial 

as the informative sessions were 
delivered by very professional 
presenters. There was a big variety 
of sessions with different teaching 
techniques.” The classroom-based 
nature of the projects was also well-
received by the participants with one 
of them saying “Most presentations 
were classroom oriented and directly 
relevant to teaching and learning. 
Hands-on practice was shared, 
combined with theory and literature 
research” while another one found 
that there was “A great balance 
between theory and practice.” The 
cross-fertilization of ideas and the 
networking opportunities that the 
event provided were also praised 
by participants with comments such 
as: “Knowing what other colleagues’ 
from different Universities problems 
are and how they managed to solve 
it.” All in all, the event was successful 
in bringing classroom issues to the 
forefront and showcasing evidence-
based solutions.

In Fall 2018, the CEI faculty 
participated in Professional 
Development and conferences as 
participants, presenters and keynote 
speakers. For example:

Gitsaki, C. (2018). Education 
in times of change. Invited 
Plenary Presentation at the 
3rd International Conference 
Education Earth Nature, 29 
Nov – 1 Dec, Free University of 
Bolzano, Bressanone Campus, 
Bressanone, Italy.

Gitsaki, C. (2018). Classroom 
management strategies that work! 
Invited Workshop at the Annual 
Professional Development of the 
English Language Unit, Ajman 
University, Fujeirah Campus, Nov 
24, Fujeirah, UAE.

Harold, B. & Stephenson, L. 
(2018). Researching educational 
leadership: The use of narrative 
inquiry. Paper Presentation 
at the Australian Association 
for Research in Education 
Conference, 2-6 December, 
Sydney, Australia. 

Wheeler, B., & Yates, N. (2018). 
Teaching with Technology: Tools 
in a Toolkit. Paper Presented at 
the POD Network Conference, 
14-18 November 2018, Portland, 
USA.

At the CEI, we all look forward to 
working with faculty from all Colleges 
throughout the year. To access our 
current program offerings go to: 
https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/CEI/
ITP/Schedule.aspx

Center for  
Educational 
Innovation

https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/CEI/ITP/Schedule.aspx
https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/CEI/ITP/Schedule.aspx
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College of  
Technological 
Innovation

The College of Technological 
Innovation engaged in a variety of 
research-related activities over the 
past semester. Notably, the college 
hosted the 19th edition of the Web 
Information Systems Engineering 
conference, a rank ‘A’ conference, 
that took place in Dubai Campus 
from November 12-15, 2018. The aim 
of the 19th edition of the conference 
series on Web Information Systems 
Engineering (WISE 2018) was to 
provide an international forum for 
researchers, professionals, and 
industrial practitioners to share 
their knowledge and insights in 
the rapidly growing area of Web 
technologies, methodologies, and 
applications. This edition promoted 
the theme of Web Engineering in the 
Era of Big Data and Blockchains, 
two highly important areas for 
the world economy, in general, 
and the knowledge economy, in 
particular. Over 250 researchers 
and practitioners from all over the 
world attended the conference, with 
high profile keynote speakers from 
industry presenting. 

College of Technological Innovation 
faculty continue to actively publish 
in different avenues. Dr. Monther 
Aldwairi and Ms. Asma Seyam won 
the best paper award out of 83 
presentations at ‘The 6th International 
Conference on Information 
Technology: IoT and Smart City’ (ICIT 

2018). ICIT is organized by Nanyang 
Technological University and Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University, and the 
proceedings are published by ACM. 
The paper titled ‘Characterizing 
Realistic Signature-based 
Intrusion Detection Benchmarks’ 
was presented in Hong Kong, in 
December 2018. 

The college also allocated a special 
session during the PD week for 

research activity within the college, 
mainly discussing topics such as 
college research statement, strategy, 
direction, and clusters. The session 
was informative and fed into the 
college’s research strength and 
capabilities. The research affairs 
committee within the college is in the 
process of developing this strategy 
further. 

Furthermore, the college is 
preparing to take part in the Fifth 
UAE Graduate Students Research 
Conference (GSRC 2019) on April 
16, 2019 that will take place in 
Zayed University Campus in Abu 
Dhabi. The postgraduate students 
are working on papers with their 
respective faculty in topics related 
to cyber security and forensics. In 
addition, the college is preparing to 
host its 11th Annual edition of the 
Undergraduate Research Conference 
on Applied Computing on 17-
18th of April 2018. The objective 
of this conference is to promote 
undergraduate research activity and 
entrepreneurship at universities in the 
UAE, other GCC countries, and the 
rest of the Arab world by providing 
a forum for students to present their 
work and interact with other young 
researchers, faculty, and leaders 
from the IT industry.  The college 
looks forward to another successful 
conference this year. 

The aim of the 
19th edition of the 
conference series 

on Web Information 
Systems Engineering 

(WISE 2018) was 
to provide an 

international forum 
for researchers, 
professionals, 
and industrial 

practitioners to share 
their knowledge 

and insights in the 
rapidly growing area 
of Web technologies, 
methodologies, and 

applications.
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This important annual award sets a competition in 
preparing studies and academic research papers related 
to Human Resources Capital in the UAE, and coming up 
with innovations and initiatives that can be adopted and 
applied.  It also addresses students from UAE universities 
with research interest in the award subject matter.  In each 
round of the award, research on certain topics that are 
related to the future of Human Capital are submitted. Many 
of our faculty and students participated in this award.

College of Business Research and 
Publication 

• Netto, G., Hudson, M., Kamenou-Aigbekaen, N. 
Sosenko, F. (forthcoming 2019) ‘Dominant Language 
Acquisition in destination countries: Structure, Agency 
and Reflexivity’, Sociology (ABDC: A*)

• Kamenou-Aigbekaen, N. (forthcoming 2019) ‘CSR and 
Gender in the Arab Middle-East’, in Mellahi, K. and 
Rettab, B., Practising CSR in the Middle East, Springer 
Nature (Palsgrave Macmillan).

• Goldberg, C., & Ahmad, A.S. (In Press). Improving the 
measurement of sexual harassment climate. Commentary 
on: #Ustoo: How I-O Psychologists Can Extend the 
Conversation on Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault 
Through Workplace Training. Industrial and Organizational 
Psychology: Perspectives on Science & Practice.

• *Ahmad, A.S., *Anderson, A., King, E., & Gilrane, V. (In 
Press). An examination of subtle and overt behaviors 
toward ethnic minority leaders and the moderating role 
of individuating information about competence. Journal 
of Leadership and Organizational Studies.

College of Business presentations:
• Ahmad., A.S. (November, 2018). Panelist: 

Organizational & individual solutions to promote 
diversity in business. Panel conducted at the annual 
8th Annual MENA Regional Conference, Dubai, UAE.

• Ahmad, A.S., Follmer, K., & Jones, K. (October, 
2018). The effects of family friendly work practices 
on the mental health of new parents: A longitudinal 
examination. Paper presented at the Zayed University 
College of Business Research Symposium, Dubai, 
UAE.

• Li Sun  (24 October) The Multifaceted Role of Cross-
Side Network Effects: An Empirical Investigation in 
U.S. Video Game Markets at Zayed University.

College of Business Students’ 
recognition:
Reem Ali Omar Alhannoori Aldhaheri, HRM student, was 
involved in the Tawteen National Program Ceremony 
honoring her for training the Emaar hospitality group. 
The ceremony was held in the presence of HE Nasser 
Alhamli, Minister of Human Resources and Emiratization, 
and HE Jameelah Almuhairi, Minster of  State for General 
Education Affairs.

Latifa Mohammed, Amal Jaroor, Alia Almatrooshi, Balqees 
Alhammadi and Hessa AlShamsi are the authors of a case 
study “Empowering People of Determination.” They were 
able to get their case study published in AIM2Flourish, 
managed by Case Western University and the United 
Nations. 

The second half of 2018 was a challenging year 
for the College of Business in terms of research 
but still was full of achievements and lessons 

learnt for the upcoming years. 

Second Cycle 2019-2018 
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The LLC reinforces ZU's 
transformation into a true research 
university,  through a comprehensive 
supporting infrastructure 
consisting of highly experienced 
academic librarians who support 
undergraduate, graduate, and faculty 
research. The library continues to 
build the requisite collections, both 
print and electronically, to support the 
research mission. The library space 
is organized to inspire and facilitate 
research activities. As ZU is moving 
towards becoming a research-
intensive institution, the library’s 
responsibility remains at the forefront 
and center of the plan to provide a 
solid platform for such a strategy to 
flourish. 

The library is considering creating 
an institutional repository which 
is supportive of the university’s 
research strategy.  Collaboration 
with other campus units, such as the 
Colleges, the Accessibility Center, 
the Office of Research, and CEI are 
intended to strengthen educational 
outcomes. Librarians have also been 
engaged in various research activities 
and other professional networking 
opportunities. For example, in 
November 2018, several of them 
attended and made presentations at 
the 5th Sharjah Library Conference 
that runs concurrently with the 
Sharjah International Book Fair. 
Additionally, published articles 
and conference presentations 
ranged from those relating to the 
UAE National Law of Reading, to 
collection-related ones addressing 
the implications of supporting the 
transition from a teaching to a 
research-focused collection, research 

data management, and a focus on 
the library’s electronic resources. Still 
more addressed service-learning, 
the quality of English/ Arabic dual 
language in children’s picture books, 
a celebration of faculty scholarship 
and creative activities, library 
marketing team activities, and lastly, 
another one honed-in on the topical 
subject of news, fake news, and 
critical authority. Along with these 
activities, librarians provide faculty 
research support workshops and 
student information literacy skills 
instruction as well as one-on-one 
consultations. 

Help is always readily available and 
accessible when needed. A library-
created resource, an online Faculty 
Scholarship & Research Support 
guide, reinforces the nature of 
the library’s support to academic 
activities. It includes information 
on the Scopus powered  Scimago 
Journal & Country Rank, including 
the Q-rankings.  The Scimago 
Journal Ranking (SJR) is a measure 
of the scientific influence of scholarly 
journals that accounts for both the 
number of citations received by 
a journal and the importance or 

prestige of the journals where such 
citations come from. This reading is 
reflected in Scopus accompanying 
every journal title. Scimago also 
shows the H-index of journals, i.e. 
productivity and impact of each 
scholarly journal. Furthermore, 
librarians advise researchers about 
high-quality journals suitable for their 
research, avoiding black-listed ones 
from vanity publishers.

In short, your librarians are ready for 
conversations regarding research 
and publishing, among other 
collaboratory student success and 

faculty scholarship-related matters 
(including through real-time Chat 
service during library operating 
hours). They also continuously 
increase database subscriptions 
to meet the needs of ZU students 
and scholars. Beyond enhancing 
electronic and print book collections, 
the latest database update, Additions 
Listed, includes E-Marefa, Emerald 
e-Cases Collection, Films On 
Demand, MathSciNet®, Sader Legal 
UAE, UAE Arab Lawyers Network 
database, to name a few. 

Library  
and  
Learning 
Commons

Faculty Scholarship & Research Recognition Event

http://zu.libguides.com/facultyscholarship
http://zu.libguides.com/facultyscholarship
http://zu.libguides.com/az.php
http://zu.libguides.com/az.php
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The faculty in the College of Education 
continue to make great strides in the 
area of research and scholarship. 
In 2018, faculty produced over 56 
articles in a variety of high-quality, 
discipline-specific, peer-reviewed 
journals, as well as publishing five 
books, two book translations, ten 
book chapters, and three book 
reviews.  

COE Faculty have also been 
successful in securing internal grant 
funding and recognition for their 
research and creative works projects. 

Four new faculty members were 
awarded start up grants to support 
the inception of their research 
agendas at Zayed University. Multiple 
COE faculty members were awarded 
RIF grants: 

RIF GRANT RECIPIENTS

Anna Ferreira Creative project for the development of resources for 
teachers in an inclusive special education system in UAE

Zeina Hojeij
An in-depth look at the challenges of field experience: 
Faculty Supervisors’ and pre-service teachers’ 
perspectives

Rana Tamim Evidence based practices in Blended learning: A 
systematic review and Meta-analysis

Fatima Bailey
Ready to teach, ready to learn! Examining the role and 
contribution of teacher preparation programs in facilitating 
“classroom-ready” teachers

Ileana Baird All things Arabia: Arabian identity and material culture

Kay Gallagher Conceptions of Teaching in Globalized Higher Education

Jingjing Qin Learning to argue or arguing to learn: Instructors’ 
perspective on argumentation

The College of Education is building 
on the success of last year’s 
conference and is busy planning 
for the 2nd Annual Education 
Conference to be held March 27-
28, 2019 at Zayed University Dubai 
campus under the theme:  “Zayed’s 
Legacy: Shaping the Future with 
Innovative Quality Teaching.” The 
conference will provide a platform 
for the region’s researchers, 
practitioners, administrators, and 

academics to share, collaborate, 
and explore innovative approaches 
to creating successful teaching and 
learning environments for students. 
The conference will also allow school 
teachers, professionals and leaders 
to come together and build stronger 
partnerships for the advancement of 
K-12 education.

Finally, the College of Education is 
excited to host the 7th COE Student 
Research and Creative Projects 

Symposium. This full-day event will 
be held in the promenade of the 
Abu Dhabi campus on 22 April and 
24 April in Dubai, and will showcase 
the research and creative works 
produced by college of education 
students in each of our three 
departments:  education studies, 
and the English and Arabic Language 
Departments. 

College of 
Education
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This semester the CNHS was 
engaged in dozens of activities. Our 
students won first place at Abu Dhabi 
Ports Research Competition, CNHS 
won the National Day Competition, 
we signed three MoU’s, participated 
in many events, and our faculty 
continue to publish in refereed 
journals at a high rate. However, we 
are most proud of our students and 
this term we celebrated the milestone 
achievements of our distinguished 
students. Rewarding their success is 
a tremendous step and we want to 
motivate them further on the path of 
distinction and great achievements. 
Our faculty and staff members 
provide the expertise, knowledge and 
skills that make our college the place 
where our students can successfully 
engage in education for employment 
and career advancement and for 
global citizenship. This term, we also 
saluted all those who have played 
and continue to play a vital role in the 
successful journey of our students. 

Zayed University (ZU) has signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) with the National 
Rehabilitation Center (NRC). This 
strategic partnership will focus on 1) 
collaboration in, and co-development 
of accredited training programs, 
2) capacity building and workforce 
development, 3) advancing research 
in the field of substance use. This will 
mean joint research projects with the 
NRC and training opportunities for 
our psychology students. In addition, 
ZU recently signed an MOU with 
Sorbonne University which opens a 
great opportunity to cooperate and 

enhance the academic and research 
excellence of both institutions. 
This collaboration gives research 
opportunities to the staff and the 
graduate students to develop their 
scientific skills in research areas such 

as environmental sciences (water 
management, marine environment, 
climate change impacts and 
adaptation, soil conservation and air 
quality). 

This year a group of students from 
AUH and DXB campuses participated 
in the panel discussion and oral 

presentations in a prestigious UAE 
Annual Networking Conference 
about Health and Safety. Moreover, 
the Department of Mathematics 
announced the opening of the 
Mathematics Tutoring Center (MTC)-
Math Café. 

We are extremely proud of the journey 
the College has made in the last few 
years and while we aspire to become 
better each time, we invite you to a 
life-changing educational experience. 
You can enjoy reading in detail about 
these and many more activities of our 
College in the  8th Newsletter that 
you can see here. 

https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/
colleges/colleges/__college_of_
natural_and_health_sciences/_files/
CNHS-Newsletter-Issue-8.pdf

College of 
Natural  
and Health 
Sciences

This year a group  
of students from AUH 
and DXB campuses 
participated in the 

panel discussion and 
oral presentations in  
a prestigious UAE 
Annual Networking 

Conference 
about Health and 
Safety. Moreover, 
the Department 
of Mathematics 
announced the  
opening of the 

Mathematics Tutoring 
Center (MTC)- 

Math Café. 

https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/colleges/colleges/__college_of_natural_and_health_sciences/_files/CNHS-Newsletter-Issue-8.pdf
https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/colleges/colleges/__college_of_natural_and_health_sciences/_files/CNHS-Newsletter-Issue-8.pdf
https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/colleges/colleges/__college_of_natural_and_health_sciences/_files/CNHS-Newsletter-Issue-8.pdf
https://www.zu.ac.ae/main/en/colleges/colleges/__college_of_natural_and_health_sciences/_files/CNHS-Newsletter-Issue-8.pdf
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In January 2018, Thorsten Lomker 
presented a lecture and discussion 
with Solar Decathlon workshop 
participants in Erfurt, Germany. 
Additionally – in light of the Zayed 
University BArch’s orientation toward 
building in hot climates – he met 
with Prof. Sven Steinbach there in 
order to learn more about the setup 
of simulation laboratories, which 
also have relevance for the MA in 
Creative Technologies that Lomker 
is developing. A Place in my Mind, 
a solo exhibition by Banu Colak, 
opened 7th September 2018 at 
Rem Art Space in Istanbul. Building 
upon her interest in contemporary 
geometric patternmaking, this 
body of work bridged traditional 
and contemporary patternmaking 
techniques while employing imagery 
of the UAE’s deserts, oases, and 
indigenous flora.

In October 2018, Atteqa Ali traveled 
to Beirut for her project, Art and 
Public Service in the Middle East, 
North Africa, and South Asia, which 
investigates art’s convergences with 
the quotidian. There, she visited the 
Arab Image Foundation; reviewed the 
archives of Ashkal Alwan; and met 
with Amanda Abi Khalil, founder of 
Temporary Art Platform, a curatorial 
initiative specializing in tactical urban 
interventions that address social 
concerns in Lebanon. In the same 
month, Isaac Sullivan participated 
in the Tashkent Biennale of 
Contemporary Art, where he exhibited 
a sound installation at the Museum of 

Arts of Uzbekistan. This installation 
employed text-to-speech software as 
a meditation on artificial intelligence, 
expanding upon his exploration of 
technology and altered perceptions 
of time. Additionally, in November 
2018, Sullivan performed as part 
of the group exhibition, Bait Juma, 
presented by Bait 15, Abu Dhabi, in 
partnership with Abu Dhabi Art.

In November 2018, Kara McKeown 
furthered her ongoing explorations of 
pattern in the MENA region through 
a research trip to Kuwait, where she 
interviewed owners and makers of 
jewelry to learn about its origins, uses, 
and social significance. McKeown 
plans to conduct similar interviews 
within Oman, Bahrain, and the UAE 
as she registers the region’s oral 
history narratives and material culture. 
Meanwhile, at the 5th International 
Conference of Photography and Theory 
in Nicosia, Cyprus from November 22nd 
to 24th, Dahlia Mahmoud presented 
The Confluence of art, anthropology, 
and social media: Who tells the story, 
which introduces the question of how 
contemporary Nubian identities might 
best be articulated – and addresses both 
the promise and potential difficulties 
of micronarrative via social media. 
Elisabeth Stoney also participated in 
ICPT, where she presented Mafia and 
anti-mafia: the contemporary archive as 
map, in which she introduced her work 
with a photographic archive culled from 
the Palermitan newspaper L’Ora during 
the mafia wars of the late-twentieth 
century, weighing the potential of 

mapping to cast new light on questions 
surrounding this body of images. 

November 2018 also marked 
the opening of Contemporary 
Photography from the Arab World, 
curated by Janet Bellotto at 
the Katzen Centre of the Arts in 
Washington, D.C. The exhibition 
highlights artists published in Tribe, 
a magazine she has contributed to 
regularly. While attending the London 
Design Biennale in September, 
Bellotto conducted studio visits with 
artists featured in the exhibition, 
interviewing them as part of an 
upcoming catalog. Furthering his 
efforts to acquire a spherical VR 
environment for the Immersive Media 
Cluster, in January 2019 Patrick 
Lichty traveled to the headquarters 
of Solius, a Glasgow-based provider 
of architectural visualization. There, 
Lichty deepened his understanding 
of their Sublime operating 
platform, which will enable him to 
independently maintain and develop 
the platform while training others to 
work with it. Meanwhile, at Sangkring 
Art Space in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 
Russell Hamilton presented his solo 
exhibition, Im-migrant, which opened 
21st January. Through sculptural 
elements intimating the presence of 
boats, animals, ladders, and other 
forms, the exhibition engages with 
the social, personal, and political 
valences of “immigration” and 
“emigration” while inviting us to reflect 
more broadly upon the phenomenon 
of human migration.  

College of  
Arts and 
Creative 
Enterprises
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In Fall 2018, several faculty members in the University 
College received research awards. Francis Chow obtained 
a Research Incentive Fund (RIF) grant on his research 
project about ‘Simulated Expert System for Remedies of 

Cybercrime Attacks in UAE’, and five faculty members 
received the Instructor Research Grant investigating 
classroom-based research topics: 

Department Researcher(s) Title of Research Project

 Advising and Academic

Development

Allen Kenneth Schaidle  Rural Emiratis in a Globalizing Society: Daily Lives & Educational

Aspirations

 Interdisciplinary

Studies

  Asya Nasir Aldayyani

Sheny Joy & Asmaa Al Hameli

The role of M-learning in influencing students’ happiness level

 Interdisciplinary

Studies

   Bridget Rice  Evaluating the impact of culturally specific contexts on students’

level of Empathy

 Science, Math, and

Technology

Javeria Mohsin Ali Khan  Exploring challenges faced by undergraduate students in

conducting scientific research projects

 Advising and Academic

Development

 Shytance Wren  Improving UAE National Students’ Social Responsibility

 Competence Through the Implementations of Citizenship

Education Curriculum

UC Faculty recently published some of their scholarly 
work in SCOPUS and peer-reviewed journals. Bridget 
Rice published two articles in Personnel Review and 
in Human Resource Management International Digest; 
Wafa Zoghbor published two articles in System and in 
Intellectual Discourse. Lama Mahmoud co-authored a 
publication in IEEE Sensors Journal; and a conference 
proceeding with Maisa Elgamal; and Shashidhar 
Belbase published an article in the International Journal 
for Research in Mathematics Education, in addition to 
delivering two research seminars at Tribhuvan University, 
Pokhara, Nepal.

The UC Reading Groups were initiated in Fall 2018 
to promote scholarly work and encourage academic 
discussion and research on topics relevant to UC 
and ZU interests. Eleven faculty members joined the 
three reading groups in Fall 2018 and engaged in lively 
discussion, completing book reviews that were written up 
and submitted to the Journal of Learning and Teaching in 
Higher Education. 

University 
College
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Research Forums, Seminars, and 
Workshop series
In Fall 2018, the University College continued 
offering its research seminar series about faculty 
members’ ongoing research activities. Some of 
these research topics were: ‘Pired Visualization’ 
(by Shahbano Farooq); ‘Research Paradigms: 
From Positivism to Integralism’ (by Shashidhar 
Belbase); ‘The Filipino Labor Diaspora in the 
United Arab Emirates’ (by Frank Cibulka) and 
‘Employees’ Values and Workplace Behaviors’ (by 
Bridget Rice). 

The University College arranged the ALLT 2018 
Academic Forum on ZU Dubai Campus in 
September 2018. The event featured a plenary 
session by Professor Justin Thomas, from 
the College of Natural and Health Sciences, 
about the Alchemy of Happiness 2.0, and 45 
research presentations and workshops in Arabic 
and English. The delegates, who exceeded 
200 participants, joined this event from UAE 
government and private schools and universities 
across the Emirates.  

Huda Jamal and Olga Spuskanyuk presenting their 
research findings at ALLT 2018 Academic Forum, 

September 2018, ZU Dubai. 

Part of ALLT Academic Forum in Fall 2018 in an Arabic 
session presented by the Knowledge and Human 

Development Authority (KHDA) in Dubai. 

Professor Justin Thomas at ALLT 2018 Academic Forum,  
September 2019, Dubai
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The College of Humanities and Social Sciences has 
accomplished key achievements in expanding the 
research environment in 2018. The College aims to create 
a knowledge hub for the community of researchers by 
participating in more than 30 professional development 
activities, publishing various academic works (books, 
book chapters, book reviews, journal articles, conference 
papers), and organizing several intellectually stimulating 
workshops and lectures.

Workshops
1) New Silk Roads

Between the Arabian Peninsula and Asia
On November 19th, CHSS held a successful workshop in 
the Zayed University Convention Centre entitled “New Silk 
Roads between the Arabian Peninsula and Asia.” which was 
attended by a significant number of faculty and students. 
One of the aims of the workshop was to develop collaborative 
relationships with other institutions in the UAE. Furthermore, 
possible areas of research for a larger conference that, it is 
hoped, will take place in 2019, were investigated.  Panels 
consisted of scholars from HSS, and individuals from select 
prominent UAE institutions: Emirates Diplomatic Academy, 
National Defense College, and Abu Dhabi University.

2) Gulf Cooperation Council

Culture & Identities in The New Millennium: Resilience, 
Transformation, (Re) Creation, And Diffusion
This workshop aimed at tracing transformations and 
shifts in the identities of the Gulf countries during the last 
decades. More than twenty scholars and practitioners 
participated in the discussion. They came from various 
institutions, including Zayed University (UAE), Rutgers-
Newark University (USA), City University of New York 
(USA), University of Sussex (UK), Royal University for 
Women (Bahrain), University of Aberdeen (UK), King Fahd 
University of Petroleum and Minerals (Saudi Arabia), and 
University of Monterrey (Mexico). The central question 
overarching the discussions was how multiple identities 

in the Gulf are constructed, contested, and disseminated 
within the nation and beyond. The presentations addressed 
these questions analyzing the project of nation building 
and identity formation from different perspectives. They 
all offered rich empirical data and opened new analytical 
ventures that are worth further investigation.

3) Well-Being and Happiness among Young Emirati 
Women

On January 21st, the College of Humanities and Social 
Sciences organized “Pre-marital genetic screening and 
its impact on Emirati women,” a joint workshop with 
University of Birmingham. The United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) has one of the highest rates of consanguineous and 
endogamous marriages in the Gulf region. Since 2012, 
premarital genetic screening has been mandatory prior to 
conducting a marriage in the UAE, regardless of whether 
or not kinship ties exist between prospective spouses. 
To date, no academic study exists that examines the 
psychological and wider socio-religious implications 
of pre-marital genetic screening on women in the Gulf 
region. The workshop seeks to investigate the social 
and psychological effect this policy has on young Emirati 
women and their families.

Lectures Highlight:
‘Identifying the Right Metrics for Knowledge 
Generation'
On the 17th of September at the Abu Dhabi campus, CHSS 
Visiting Professor William Bianco from Indiana University-
Bloomington presented a paper titled ‘Identifying the Right 
Metrics for Knowledge Generation’. Dr. Bianco revealed 
that research shows that Knowledge Generation Indicators 
or KGIs are not perfect. However, despite this, KGIs can 
still provide us with valuable insights. In the light of this, the 
challenge is to match suitable KGIs with different kind of 
projects. Dr.  Bianco then proceeded to demonstrate how 
this can be achieved, and further argued that when this is 
done successfully, we are able to make valid assessments 
and subsequent judgements regarding both scientific 
research and various activities across academia.   

College of 
Humanities and 
Social Sciences
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Melissa   Kerr  Chiovenda. “Hazara  
Civil Society Activists and Local, 
National, and International Political  
Institutions.” In Shahrani, M. 
Nazif, ed.  Identity and  Politics in  
Modern Afghanistan: Forty Years  
of War and  Rebellion, Bloomington 
& London: Indiana University   
Press. (April    2018)

Rima Sabban. “Encountering 
Domestic Slavery: A Narrative 
from the Arabian Gulf.” In this 
chapter she catches a spontaneous 
encounter with former slaves during 
field work conducted on modern 
domestic workers in the UAE. 

New York:  Palgrave, 2018 (125-
154).

Jane Bristol-Rhys. “New Spaces 
and Sociabilities are Shaping 
Emirati Society.”  
In Participation Culture in the Gulf: 
Networks, Politics, and Identity. 
C.Schriwer  and   N.Lenz.  
Oxon:Routledge 2018

Jonathan Fulton and Li-Chen Sim 
eds., External Powers and the Gulf 
Monarchies.   

(London:  Routledge, 2018)
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Research and creative scholarship at 
CCMS have been in fine fettle, with a 
robust set of performance indicators 
for output, impact, and visibility, with 
the main theme for Fall 2018 being 
stepping beyond and reaching out.

Output
CCMS faculty members cemented 
their strong research/creative output, 
continuing to publish in top-tier, peer-
reviewed, international journals, and 
books. Dean Dwight Brooks wrote 
a chapter on James Baldwin’s film I 
am Not Your Negro for Rebecca Ann 
Lind’s highly acclaimed book Race, 
Gender, Class and Media. From the 
integrated strategic communication 
(ISC) track, Ganga Dhanesh had a 
coauthored paper on corporate social 
responsibility expectations in the 
context of corporate misconduct in the 
Q1 journal, Public Relations Review. 
Scholars in the tourism track generated 
three journal articles. Noela Michael 
had a co-authored publication in a Q1 
journal, International Journal of Tourism 
Research, the result of an earlier 
RIF grant related to UAE’s tourism 
competitiveness. Anestis Fotiadis had 
two co-authored publications on sports 
tourism, one in Event Management: An 
International Journal, and another co-
authored with CCMS colleague Russell 
Williams in the Journal of Tourism, 
Heritage & Services Marketing. Finally, 
from the media production and 

storytelling (MPS) track, Zoe Hurley 
had a book review published in ZU’s 
journal, Learning & Teaching in Higher 
Education: Gulf Perspectives. Faculty 
members from across all three tracks 
also represented ZU at 15 international 
conferences. 

Visibility and Impact
In addition to generating high quality 
output, our faculty members have 
also been making an impact beyond 

the borders of the academe. From 
the ISC track, one of Dhanesh’s 
solo-authored journal articles 
on redefining the concept of 
engagement in public relations, 
published in the Q1 journal Public 
Relations Review, was among the top 
10 most widely shared articles on 
social media in 2017-2018. From the 
tourism track, Filareti Kotsi won the 
Prof. Pauline Sheldon Recognition 
Award for her conference paper 
on the attractiveness of Dubai for 
French and Australian travelers at the 
10th World Conference for Graduate 
Research in Tourism, Hospitality 
and Leisure, in Cappadocia, Turkey. 
From the MPS track, as part of the 
research cluster Languaging and 
higher education in bilingual contexts 
that she is a part of, Hurley has had 
her research blog posted on the 
ZU website. Also, from the MPS 
track, Richard Cawood’s portraiture 
was featured on Lenspire, lens 
manufacturer ZEISS’ international 
photography blog. Finally, we were 
approached by the Advertising 
Business Group (ABG) to initiate 
research on gender stereotyping in 
advertisements in the Gulf,  a project 
in which Ali Khalil, Claire Sherman, 
Ganga Dhanesh, Gaelle Duthler and 
Zoe Hurley are participating. All put 
together, we took some important 
steps in making an impact beyond 
our regular pastures.

College of 
Communication  
& Media Sciences

An International 
Journal, and another 

co-authored with 
CCMS colleague 

Russell Williams in the 
Journal of Tourism, 
Heritage & Services 

Marketing. Finally, from 
the media production 
and storytelling (MPS) 

track, Zoe Hurley had a 
book review published 

in ZU’s journal, 
Learning & Teaching in 
Higher Education: Gulf 

Perspectives. 
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Symposium, 
conference, workshop 
and research talks 
Continuing the theme of 
stepping beyond and reaching 
out, CCMS was quite busy in 
Fall 2018 organizing workshops 
that engaged with the broader 
research, creative, and practitioner 
communities. We kicked off 
the semester with the research 
symposium, Reputation 3.0 and 
the Communicative Organization, 
which triggered some great 
conversations between academia 
and practice. The symposium had 
guest speakers from Sweden and 
Norway, both of whom are highly 
recognized leaders in international 
strategic communication 
scholarship. That was closely 
followed by a conference, Film 
and Visual Media in the Gulf, co-
organized by Alia Yunis at New 
York University Abu Dhabi at which 
there was a strong CCMS showing, 
with faculty members serving  
as moderators, presenters, and 
session chairs. 

As always, CCMS continued to 
invest in research enablers as well. 
We organized an NVivo training 
workshop for our faculty members 
in December, facilitated by David 
Palfreyman from the College of 
Education. CCMS continued with 
its research talk series with two 
research talks in Fall. Russell 
Williams spoke on, “Guidepost 
or Grail: Pokémon GO, Serious 
Leisure and Game-Playing 
Tourists,” while Yulia Medvedeva 
shared insights from her doctoral 
thesis, “The Leveling Role of 
Television in Immigrants’ Learning 
from Public Affairs News.” 

All in all, research and creative 
scholarship at CCMS has been 
humming along just fine, with  
our work stepping beyond and 
reaching out.

Institute for Social & 
Economic Research (ISER)
The Institute for Social and Economic 
Research (ISER) was founded in 
February 2010, and is operating 
under the Provost Office and in 
very close teamwork with the Office 
of Research at Zayed University.  
ISER’s mission is to work closely 
with U.A.E. government departments 
and other public and private sector 
organizations to undertake empirical 
research on social and economic 
issues which will inform public policy 
and civil society in the UAE and the 
region.  

Currently, ISER is working with a 
number of external clients on policy-
oriented research projects, in addition 
to a number of policy papers that 
have been published or submitted for 
publication in different journals.

ISER is currently working with the 
Ministry of Climate Change and 
Environment to develop the first 
Green Economy Index for the UAE, 
and to produce a report on the state 
of green economy for the country.  
Moreover, ISER is collaborating 
with the Decision Support Center at 
Dubai Police to identify obstacles and 
challenges that may face future police 
work, in addition to a number of tasks 
related to research and consulting 
within the police work and future 
policies.

The published research report “The 
‘Khadama Dependency Syndrome’: 
Determinants and Prospects for the 
Future of Domestic Work Demand 

in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)” 
examines the future roles and 
determinants of foreign domestic 
workers living in United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) society as well as the 
implications of their work on local 
Emirati families.  Also, the published 
research “Attitudes and Perceptions 
Towards Summative E-Assessment 
for Free-Text Responses: A Case 
Study of a UAE University” provides an 
overview of students’ and instructors’ 
attitudes and perceptions towards 
the potential benefits and challenges 
of summative e-assessment for their 
writing courses at a UAE university.

A number of current project are 
submitted for publication, including 
“Temporary Labour-Migration System 
and Long-term Residence Strategies 
in the United Arab Emirates,” 
“Protecting Absconding Migrant 
Domestic Workers: The Philippine 
State’s Structural Constraints and 
Coping Mechanisms,” and “Migration 
as Soft Power: Exploring India-UAE 
Relations in the GCC. Mapping and 
theorizing migration governance and 
diplomacy: insights from the South-
to-West Asian Migration Corridor 
conference.”

ISER and the Office of Research are 
currently exploring possibilities to 
contribute in a number of research 
projects and case studies to the 
Sustainability Pavilion in Expo 2020, in 
addition to a number of other partners 
in areas related to social research and 
various policy-oriented studies.
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Zayed University is committed to developing 
research capacity within the UAE.  As the 
number of Emirati faculty at the university has 
grown, the Office of Research has established 
a special fund to promote research by UAE 
Nationals and to ensure that they are able to 
develop their scholarly careers and make the 
highest possible contribution to their nation.  
This fund can be used to support research 
in a variety of ways, from hiring research 
assistants to carrying out necessary research 
work overseas.  We invite Emirati faculty to 
develop proposals that will make use of this 
fund to support their research.

Emirati Research 
Grant (ERG)

The Hub:
The mission of the Office of Research is 
to facilitate innovative research to support 
both the objectives of Zayed University 
and the national development of the UAE.

The success of our mission depends on the 
quality of research relevant to the needs 
of the UAE, the level of accountability as 
measured against international standards, 
and the effective partnerships built by 
Zayed University at home and abroad.

To achieve this, the Office of Research 
supports many programs designed to 
enhance the research culture at Zayed 
University, by supporting quality research 
that creates new knowledge in all areas of 
endeavor.

There are many University and UAE 
initiatives designed to encourage and 
support an active research agenda, 
including the annual Research Incentive 
Fund Grants (RIF), The Provost’s Research 
Fellowship Awards, and a range of 
competitive funding opportunities offered 
by external organizations. 

In line with UAE Vision 2021 to unify 
knowledge, of which research is 
considered as a main pillar, the Office of 
Research also offers the Undergraduate 
Research Scholars Program to students.

Our office locations:

Abu Dhabi: Location: Admin Building, Level 2, Office no 25.
Dubai: Location: Admin building, Level 2.

Dr. J. Michael Allen, PhD - Assistant Provost for Research
Michael.Allen@zu.ac.ae, Office number: +971 4 402 1107

Ms. Ingrid Liekens - Senior Specialist Research Grant
Ingrid.Liekens@zu.ac.ae, Office number: +971 4 402 1485
(Ingrid’s areas of responsibility are RIF grants, workshops and 
external funds).

Ms. Shurooq AL Hashimi - Research Development Coordinator
Shurooq.AlHashimi@zu.ac.ae, Office number: +971 4 402 1137
(Shurooq’s areas of responsibility are Start Up Grants, Undergraduate 
Research Scholar Program (URSP) and REC)

Ms. Priya Sridhar
Sr. Administrative Officer, Priya.sridhar@zu.ac.ae
Office number: +971 4 402 1254

19
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Chair of the committee Michael Allen, 
Assistant Provost for Research

College of Arts and Creative Enterprises Thorsten Lomker (DXB)

College of Business Sciences Abdelrahman Baqrain (DXB)

College of Communication and Media Sciences Ganga Dhanesh (DXB)

College of Education John Mathews (DXB)

College of Humanities and Social Sciences Rima Sabban (DXB)

College of Natural and Health Sciences Dimitrios Papandreou (AUH)

College of Technological Innovation May Al Taei (AUH)

University College Wafa Zoghbor (AUH)

Academic Bridge Program Sarah Hopkyns (AUH)

Library and Learning Commons Judith Mavodza (AUH)

Institute for Social and Economic Research Mouawiya AlAwad (DXB) 

Center for Educational Innovation Christina Gitsaki (DXB)

Research Ethics Committee Teresa Arora (AUH)

The Link:
Research Standing Committee
The Research Standing Committee is comprised of 
representatives from the colleges and both campuses 
and meets regularly to discuss issues pertaining to 
growing the research capacity of Zayed University.

The main tasks of this committee include: 

A. Review and recommend research and scholarly/
creative activity policies and procedures

B. Review strategic plans for research and scholarly/
creative activity

C. Frame issues and advise on such matters as:

a. a vision/mission statement for research and 
creative activity at ZU

b. definitions of appropriate research activities  
for ZU

c. infrastructure and support to stimulate scholarly 
and creative activity

d. enhancement of scholarly, creative activity and 
interdisciplinary research and dissemination of 
the results

e. student involvement in undergraduate scholarly 
and creative activity

f. annual review of guidelines for and operation of 
the internal faculty scholarly and creative activity 
grants, and when necessary, to recommend 
revisions

D. Review and make recommendations on competitive 
grant and award programs offered within the 
University as needed, including

E. Provide recommendations related to ethical approval 
for research

You may contact your college/unit representative 
with any relevant research queries you may have. 

Committee members for the year 2018-19 are:


